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Port River Marine Monthly

February was a busy month here at Port River Marine Services. We
are constantly aiming to improve our facility and the types of products
and services that we provide. Appropriately, we have expanded the
range in our chandlery to include rescueMe devices, the ACR Auto
HemiLight3 flashing survival lights, Burke Inflatable PFD’s and the
Enirgi batteries for marine, automotive and leisure purposes. Old

batteries are also now welcome at our office for recycling.

More improvements are underway at our facility, including the
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installation of a new electric gate, and the arrival of our new 11 metre
high shed for construction.

What a terrific way to spend a Sunday at the CYCSA this weekend.
We had partnered up again this year with the Fishing Association to

sponsor the annual Crabbing Day. This family day is one that we look
forward to on our events calendar as it’s a great opportunity to have a
chat with those in the community while enjoying a day out crabbing.

There were a total of 107 participants on the day who enjoyed a day of
laughter, friendly competition and a tasty crab feast to end the day.

Check out our Facebook page for all the photos.

The Theodore Marine team is heading to South East Field Days in

Lucindale on the 16th and 17th of March for another fantastic boat
show. Due to requests from the attendees of the Robe Boat Show

2018, the highly sought after Theodore 720 Offshore will be on display
at our stand. You can find us at site 234 Johnson Street to learn about

all the benefits that the Theodore 720 range has to offer. See you
there!

Maritimo News
 

The team at PRMS is getting ready for the Sanctuary Cove
International Boat Show held on the Gold Coast 24 -27 May 2018. We

http://www.facebook.com/PortRiverMarine
https://www.prms.com.au/maritimo


are very excited to be representing Maritimo and being a part of this
highly-anticipated event, which is celebrating its 30th year. If you
would like to find out more about the Maritimo luxury motor yacht

range or if you are interested in attending the event, contact our office
on (08) 8242 0788.

View the range »

Theodore News
 
There is no better time like now to come view the building process of

the Theodore 720 range. We currently have three vessels under
construction, each in a different stage in the process, on display. The
hand-laid fibreglass construction method has been used to ensure the
boat has superior strength and the laminate is built to survey standard.

Find out more »
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Customer Testimonial
A lovely testimonial by a satisfied customer

 
Thanks again to you and the team at PRMS in Largs North on the
whole boat purchasing process recently. Your service through the

whole process of buying our first boat, carrying out extensive repairs
and upgrades to our 40 Foot Gulf Craft and then handover and

commissioning was absolutely fantastic. Your safety advice and taking
us out on the water to learn how the boat operates from the ground up

after the upgrades was much appreciated.

Click here to read the full testimonial »

New to the Chandlery
rescueME Devices
A great range of the rescueME
devices have just arrived at the
chandlery. This includes, the
world's smallest PLB (PBL1), the
world's most compact EPIRB
(EPIRB1) and the world's most
compact Electronic Distress
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Flare (EDF1), which is a great
addition to your pyrotechnic
flares.

Call the office to order yours
today.

Featured Highfield:
Highfield UL260
Our most popular Highfield
Ultralite 260 is back in stock!
This Highfield is light, tough and
easy to transport. With weight in
mind the Ultralite 260 are a great
alternative for those who may
have chosen a soft bottom
tender in the past but would
prefer a rigid hull for its
performance.

Phone orders welcome.

Price: $2,949.10 (incl. GST)

Featured Listing
Tiara 43 Flybridge
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This immaculate Tiara 43
Flybridge has just gone on the
market and represents well with
a recent antifoul, polish, new
anodes installed and PropOne
application by Port River Marine
Services. A beautiful cruising
boat for a family or a fishing trip
with friends, it offers 360 views
from the Flybridge...

Price: $285,000.00
Now $275,000.00

Read on »

NEW LISTINGS

42 OFFSHORE CRUISER
$65,000.00

30 NOELEX CUSTOM SLOOP
$25,000.00
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30 SEARLES CARVEL FISHING

VESSEL

$29,990.00

REDUCED

RIVIERA 33 FLYBRIDGE
$159,000.00 now $154,900.00

TIARA 43 FLYBRIDGE
$285,000.00 now $275,000.00

SUNRUNNER 4800 SPORT
CRUISER

$499,500.00 now $475,000.00

2000 PRO-LINE 25 WALKAROUND
$75,000.00 now $70,000.00
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WHITTLEY CRUISER 660
$54,990.00 now $35,000.00

ALAN PAYNE SKOOKUM 40
$180,000.00 now $170,000.00

IMAGE 48 COMMERCIAL VESSEL

$339,000.00 now $295,000.00

RECENTLY SOLD

1993 ROBERTS 35 THEODORE 720 COASTAL
HARDTOP

THEODORE 720 OFFSHORE
EX-DEMO

RIVIERA 37 FLYBRIDGE
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HAINES SIGNATURE 632F FIBRE HULL 50 (COMMERCIAL)

If you or someone you know is considering to sell their boat
and would like to chat about the market or get an appraisal,

give James Theodore a call on (08) 8242 0788. He will be more
than happy to assist in any way possible.

Port River Marine was established in 1985 and over the last thirty years has
grown into Adelaide's one stop shop complete boat service facility. View map to

find our location.

Our mailing address is:
9-11 Allan Rice Court
Largs North, South Australia
5061, Australia 
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